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system of maintenance was designed on the assumption that
Baghdad would be captured and that as casualties would he
treated there, river transport—of which more than half was
taken up for grain, fodder and firewood—would become
available for general purposes; while he estimated his
casualties at two thousand four hundred, in the so-called
"hospital" ships there was accommodation for, at the out-
side, fifteen hundred. If strategically the situation contained
possibilities of perils, administratively it had all the elements
of disaster.
The first movement in the battle of Ctesiphon was the
advance of the leading column at 1430 hours on the 21st,
as a preliminary to the attack which was launched at dawn
on the 22nd. At first the operation met with success, despite
the fact that from various causes its timing was considerably
upset. The artillery and rifle fire of the defence was unex-
pectedly accurate and heavy, and from the fierceness of the
fighting it soon became apparent that General Townshend's
troops were up against a different class of opposition from
any they had encountered before. Still, with dogged en-
durance they achieved a wonderful advance across five
thousand yards of open plain, and managed to establish
themselves in the enemy's second line of defence, taking many
prisoners and some guns. By five in the afternoon, however,
so heavy were the casualties and so great was the exhaustion
of the troops that General Townshend was forced to realise
that he had shot his bolt, and that all he could do was to
draw off and concentrate his scattered forces for a renewal
of the attack next day.
As the evening wore on, and the casualty returns came in,
showing a loss of four thousand five hundred, he began to
see that even this was out of the question, and to apprehend
that re-organisation of Ms forces at all that night would be
very difficult. Fortunately for him, the enemy, too, had fought
to a standstill, and instead of counter attacking remained in
their second line all night, contenting themselves with bringing
up the only fresh reserves they had, two battalions of the 51st
Division, to the battlefield, thus completing the concentration
of their Army, which now became re-organised into two Army
Corps—the XIII (35th and 38th Divisions) and the XVIII
(45th and 51st Divisions),
At dawn on the 33rd, General Townshend, who was under
the impression that the Turks had been heavily reinforced
during the previous day, decided that any resumption of an
offensive was impossible, and that his only sound course was
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